1. Introduction {#sec1-nanomaterials-09-00022}
===============

Over the past few years, the research on nanomaterials has gained an increasing attention in the scientific community. Due to the benefits of nanomaterials, many engineering components are gradually becoming lighter, smaller, stronger, and less expensive. Recent requirements in design and manufacturing has led to an increased development of nanoshells, carbon nanotubes, and paramagnetic nanoparticles for many engineering applications, e.g., biomedicine \[[@B1-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], drug or gene delivery \[[@B2-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], aerospace facilities \[[@B3-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] automobile industry \[[@B4-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] and energy devices \[[@B5-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. For example, gold-shelled nanoparticles, which are spherical nanoparticles, can be used in cancer therapy as well as in bio-imaging enhancement \[[@B6-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. The capability to control both wavelength-dependent scattering and absorption of nanoshells provides a great opportunity to design nanoshells, offering diagnostic and therapeutic abilities in single nanoparticles \[[@B7-nanomaterials-09-00022]\].

Shell structures are typically curved lightweight three-dimensional solids whose thickness is smaller than the other two dimensions, whereby a large number of shell theories have been proposed and studied to this aim \[[@B8-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B9-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B10-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B11-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B12-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B13-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B14-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B15-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B16-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B17-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B18-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B19-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B20-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B21-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B22-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B23-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B24-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B25-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. An Equivalent Single Layer (ESL) theory \[[@B8-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B9-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], for example, represents a sensible way of analyzing the behavior of shell structures, whereas other approaches, such as the 3D-elasticity theory or the Layer-Wise (LW) theories, could be generally more expensive. Thus, the ELS allows us to define Higher-order Shear Deformation Theories (HSDTs), as commonly adopted to study the mechanical behavior of beams, plates and shells \[[@B22-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B23-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B24-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B25-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B26-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. HSDTs satisfy the shear deformation effects on the bottom and upper surfaces of the shell structures without considering any shear correction factor, if compared to the First-Order Shear Deformation Theories (FSDTs). Moreover, using the HSDTs, a lower number of variables is involved in the equilibrium equations of the problem. On the other hand, beams, plates and shells made of advanced or biological materials can feature very large deformations, associated with a large thickness stretching, as typically occurs in functionally graded materials (FGMs) and arteries under an internal pressure \[[@B27-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B28-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. Carrera et al. \[[@B29-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] showed that classical continuum theories are disabled to consider the thickness stretching effect due to the main assumption of constant transverse displacement through the thickness, and studied this effect on the mechanical behavior of FGM plates by means of finite element approximations. Thus, a great attention in the scientific community has been devoted to investigate the mechanical behavior of FGM structures at the micro/nano-scale, when the thickness stretching effect is included as assumption \[[@B29-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B30-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B31-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B32-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B33-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B34-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B35-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B36-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B37-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B38-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B39-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B40-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. Shahsavari et al. \[[@B41-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] developed quasi-3D theories for the study of the free vibration response of porous functionally graded materials (P-FGMs), while considering both shear deformation and thickness stretching. Hence, this study proposes a HSDT including the stretching effect in FGM shells.

The wave propagation represents a multi-physics problem, including geophysics, acoustics, blood flow, non-destructive evaluation, hydrodynamics, and other applications in which waves travel. The main distinction between transverse and longitudinal waves, considers both directions of oscillation and propagation. For an accurate analysis of structures, wave propagation is one of the key questions for researchers who operate in the ultrasonic inspection techniques and structural health monitoring \[[@B42-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. Due to the non-linear behavior of the shell structures under high-level loading conditions, an adequate information on waves propagation for varying material properties and geometries represents a key aspect for the numerical models of such structures \[[@B43-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. To date, a large amount of works has been carried out on the wave propagation analysis of shells \[[@B13-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B14-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B15-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B16-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B17-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B19-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B44-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. A pioneer study on the topic was presented by Fuller and Fahy \[[@B13-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], who studied the wave characterization of cylindrical elastic shells filled with a fluid. In 1996, Mead \[[@B14-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] presented a brief review paper on the wave propagation in continuous periodic structures, namely, beams, plates or cylindrical shells. Yuan and Hsieh \[[@B15-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] proposed a 3D solution for the free harmonic wave propagation problem in composite laminated cylindrical shells. The propagation of waves in thin shells was also examined by Solaroli et al. \[[@B16-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], by using an eigenvalue solution. A different elasto-dynamic solution was proposed by Wang et al. \[[@B17-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] for the study of the stress wave propagation of thick laminated spherical shells with arbitrary thickness. Moreover, Dai and Wang \[[@B45-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] applied an analytical method to study the wave propagation of laminated piezoelectric spherical shells subjected to thermal shocks and electric excitations, and they verified the sensitivity of the wave propagation phenomenon to the external loading. Further detail about the introduction and modeling of the displacement field, the strain components and solution methods for the study of the wave motion within elastic solids, can be found in the book by Graff \[[@B19-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], including stings, thin rods, membranes, plates and shells.

As far as FGM is concerned, this represents a common class of composite materials widely used in many engineering fields, namely, aerospace, biomechanics, optics and nuclear energy. This material is made of two or more segments whose distribution varies randomly within the volume. However, during a fabrication process of these composite materials, porosities and voids may develop owing to the difference in solidification temperature of material segments \[[@B46-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]: this could threaten the global safety factor of constructions. This means that the analytical and numerical studies on FGMs cannot disregard the effect of porosity. Moreover, it is well known that the variation of porosity within the thickness yields a considerable variation in the mechanical properties \[[@B42-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B47-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B48-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. On the other hand, the experimental evaluation of the porosity effect at a micro/nanoscale represents a difficult and expensive task. This has increased the scientific interest in the investigation of the porosity effect at a micro/nanoscale, usually approached through the size-dependent continuum theories. To cite some papers about this issue, Shahsavari et al. \[[@B49-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] applied a size-dependent quasi-3D theory for the study of the shear buckling response of a P-FGM nanoplate in a hygrothermal environment. The authors demonstrated the influence of the environmental condition and porosity distribution on the shear buckling response of nanoplates. Moreover, a quasi-3D size dependent including thickness stretching effect for wave propagation analysis of FGM nanoplates under a hygrothermal environment was suggested by Karami et al. \[[@B50-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. As also detailed in the review paper \[[@B25-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], the size-dependent 3D theories are able to capture the size effect at micro/ nanoscale in an easy manner, with a reduced computational cost.

A further comparative evaluation between size-dependent theories with respect to the experimental data available in literature, and predictions based on size-independent classical continuum theories, can be found in \[[@B51-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B52-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B53-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B54-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. In some recent works, \[[@B55-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B56-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B57-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], the non-local elasticity theory (NET) has been combined to the strain gradient theory (SGT), to yield the non-local strain gradient theory (NSGT). Different applications of the NSGT can be found in Refs. \[[@B58-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B59-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B60-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B61-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B62-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B63-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B64-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B65-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B66-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], where the mechanical variation of materials and structures is discussed for a varying non-local parameter (e.g., the softening-stiffness mechanism) or strain gradient parameter. Further studies identify some useful small-scale parameters, both experimentally and numerically, according to the molecular dynamics approach (see e.g., \[[@B67-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B68-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B69-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B70-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]). Karami et al. \[[@B50-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], also, suggested a quasi-3D size-dependent approach for the wave propagation analysis of FGM nanoplates in a hygrothermal environment, including the thickness stretching effect. In line with their previous work, Karami et al. \[[@B71-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] investigated the wave propagation response of nanoplates resting on an elastic foundation, under an in-plane magnetic field, and made of temperature-dependent P-FGMs.

In the recent works \[[@B72-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B73-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B74-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], it has been shown that the addition of an extra non-local parameter within a NSGT formulation, gives more accurate results when studying the response of nanostructures. A Bi-Helmholtz non-local strain gradient elasticity theory (B-H-NSGT) was proposed in Refs. \[[@B72-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B73-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B74-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] for the study of nanobeams, nanotubes and nanoplates, without any relevant application to nanoshells. Therefore, a possible further development of this formulation could consider the wave propagation problem of P-FGM nanoshells, including some small-scale parameters. A key point of the problem, indeed, is whether the geometry and external conditions can change the size-dependent response of porous structures or not. Some recent works on the topic, have managed the size-dependent wave propagation problem of porous nanobeams \[[@B72-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], nanoplates \[[@B71-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] and nanotubes \[[@B75-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] without considering the possible presence of porosities. Moreover, there is a general lack of work in the literature that illustrates the role of the thickness stretching in wave propagation problems of FGM shells. This kind of problem is here tackled for P-FGM nanoshells in hygrothermal environment, by applying both the B-H NSGT and HSDT with stretching effects. A similar model is demonstrated to be very accurate at different scales, due to the basic assumptions in the governing equations. An analytical solution is considered to check for the wave frequency and phase velocity of the nanostructure. Therefore, this article can represent a pioneer reference for an accurate analysis of nanoshell structures by combining the HSDT with stretching effects and the B-H NSGT. Hence, the present model may be selected and developed for complex non-linear analyses of such structures. The article is organized as follows. [Section 2](#sec2-nanomaterials-09-00022){ref-type="sec"} describes the material properties distribution of non-porous materials and the governing equations of the problem according to the B-H NSGT and HSDT. [Section 3](#sec3-nanomaterials-09-00022){ref-type="sec"} gives some additional information about the solution method here proposed. [Section 4](#sec4-nanomaterials-09-00022){ref-type="sec"} illustrates the numerical results obtained according the proposed approach, and some remarkable conclusions are finally summarized in [Section 5](#sec5-nanomaterials-09-00022){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Theory and Formulation {#sec2-nanomaterials-09-00022}
=========================

Consider a doubly-curved nanoshell of radius of curvature R, length a, width b and thickness h. The nanostructure is made of P-FGMs and is exposed to a hygrothermal environment (see [Figure 1](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f001){ref-type="fig"}). The bottom surface of the nanoshell is made of a pure metal and the top is made of a pure ceramic.

2.1. Porosity-Dependent Functionally Graded Materials {#sec2dot1-nanomaterials-09-00022}
-----------------------------------------------------

A modified power law role is here presented to consider the presence of possible voids (porosities) introduced during the manufacturing process of FGMs. The modified role estimates the effective material properties of FGMs in the following form \[[@B46-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B72-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B76-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B77-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]:$$P(z) = P_{m}(V_{m} - \frac{\xi}{2}) + P_{c}(V_{c} - \frac{\xi}{2})$$ where the porosity volume fraction is always $\xi = 1$, $P(z)$ denotes the effective material properties, the pedexes $c$ and $m$ refer to the ceramic and metal phases of FGMs, respectively; $V_{c}$ and $V_{m}$ are the volume fractions of the ceramic and metal, respectively, with $V_{c} + V_{m} = 1$. The volume fraction of the ceramic phase can be estimated as follows:$$V_{c} = {(\frac{z}{h} + 0.5)}^{n}$$ $n$ being the selected power-law index and *z* is the coordinate through the thickness. Hence, the effective material properties of FGMs with porosities can be obtained generally as \[[@B42-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]:$$P(z) = (P_{c} - P_{m}){({z/h} + 0.5)}^{n} + P_{m} - {\xi/2}(P_{c} + P_{m})$$ where *P*(*z*) can refer to the Young's modulus $E(z)$, the Poisson's ratio $\upsilon(z)$, the coefficients of thermal expansion $\alpha(z)$ and moisture expansion $\beta(z)$. Based on the modified power-law distribution of the effective material properties given by Equations (1)--(3), we plot in [Figure 2](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f002){ref-type="fig"} the variation of the elastic modulus through the thickness for FGMs.

2.2. The General Non Local-Strain Gradient Elasticity Theory {#sec2dot2-nanomaterials-09-00022}
------------------------------------------------------------

A valid non-local strain gradient model was proposed by Askes and Aifantis \[[@B78-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], based on two small scale parameters. Then, Lim et al. \[[@B79-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] presented a high-order non-local strain gradient model, known as B-H NSGT, including three small scale parameters within the formulation. Thus, the stress-strain relations are expressed as follows:$$\sigma_{ij} = \sigma_{ij}^{(0)} - \nabla\sigma_{ij}^{(1)}$$ $\sigma_{{}_{ij}}^{(0)}$ and $\sigma_{{}_{ij}}^{(1)}$ being the classical stress and higher-order stress, respectively, described as follows $$\sigma_{ij}^{(0)} = {\int_{0}^{L}{C_{ijkl}\alpha_{0}\left( {x,x^{\prime},e_{0}a} \right){\varepsilon^{\prime}}_{kl}\left( x^{\prime} \right)dx^{\prime}}}$$ $$\sigma_{ij}^{(1)} = \lambda^{2}{\int_{0}^{L}{C_{ijkl}\alpha_{1}\left( {x,x^{\prime},e_{1}a} \right)\nabla{\varepsilon^{\prime}}_{kl}\left( x^{\prime} \right)dx^{\prime}}}$$

In Equations (5) and (6), $\alpha_{0}\left( {x,x^{\prime},e_{0}a} \right)$ and $\alpha_{1}\left( {x,x^{\prime},e_{0}a} \right)$ are the non-local kernel functions, and $\lambda$ is a material characteristic parameter. The linear non-local differential operator $\mathbb{L}$~*i*~ is applied to both sides of Equation (1), and takes the following form: $\nabla^{2}$ being the Laplacian operator. It is well known from the literature that differential equations can be solved in a easier manner compared to the integral ones, whereby Lim et al. \[[@B79-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] proposed an extended constitutive equation to threat the higher-order non-local strain gradient theory as follows:$$\left\lbrack {1 - \mu_{1}^{2}\nabla^{2}} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack {1 - \mu_{0}^{2}\nabla^{2}} \right\rbrack\sigma_{ij} = Q_{ijkl}\left\lbrack {1 - \mu_{1}^{2}\nabla^{2}} \right\rbrack\varepsilon_{kl} - Q_{ijkl}\lambda^{2}\left\lbrack {1 - \mu_{0}^{2}\nabla^{2}} \right\rbrack\nabla^{2}\varepsilon_{kl}$$ where, $$\mu_{0} = e_{0}a,\ \mu_{1} = e_{1}a$$ Equation (5) can be redefined in an equivalent form as follows:$$\mathcal{L}_{\mu}\sigma_{ij} = \mathcal{L}_{l}Q_{ijkl}\varepsilon_{kl}$$ where the linear operators read:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\mathcal{L}_{\mu} = (1 - \mu_{1}\nabla^{2})(1 - \mu_{0}\nabla^{2})} \\
{\mathcal{L}_{l} = (1 - \mu_{1}\nabla^{2}) - \lambda^{2}(1 - \mu_{0}\nabla^{2})\nabla^{2}} \\
\end{array}$$

2.3. Kinematic Relations {#sec2dot3-nanomaterials-09-00022}
------------------------

In this section, we describe briefly the HSDT here applied, including stretching effect, to model the doubly-curved shells made of P-FGMs. The displacement field of the present theory can be expressed by \[[@B80-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]: $$\begin{array}{l}
{u_{1} = u_{0}\left( {\alpha,\beta,t} \right) + z\phi_{\alpha} - \frac{z^{2}}{2}\frac{\partial w_{1}}{\partial\alpha} - \frac{4z^{3}}{3h^{2}}\left( {\frac{\partial w_{0}}{\partial\alpha} + \frac{h^{2}}{4}\frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial\alpha} + \phi_{\alpha}} \right)} \\
{u_{2} = v_{0}\left( {\alpha,\beta,t} \right) + z\phi_{\beta} - \frac{z^{2}}{2}\frac{\partial w_{1}}{\partial\beta} - \frac{4z^{3}}{3h^{2}}\left( {\frac{\partial w_{0}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{h^{2}}{4}\frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial\beta} + \phi_{\beta}} \right)} \\
{u_{3} = w_{0}\left( {\alpha,\beta,t} \right) + zw_{1}\left( {\alpha,\beta,t} \right) - z^{2}w_{2}\left( {\alpha,\beta,t} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ where $u_{i}$ (*i* = 1--3) denote the displacements components within the shell domain; $u_{0}$, $v_{0}$, and $w_{0}$ are displacement components of the mid-plane along the shell axis; $\phi_{\alpha}$ and $\phi_{\beta}$ are the rotations of the transverse normal at $z = 0$; $w_{1}$ and $w_{2}$ are the parameters related to the thickness stretching per unit of thickness; $t$ refers to the time \[[@B27-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. The non-zero strain-displacement relations can be expressed as:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha} = \frac{\partial u_{1}}{\partial\alpha} + u_{2} + \frac{u_{3}}{R_{1}};\varepsilon_{\beta\beta} = \frac{\partial u_{2}}{\partial\beta} + u_{1} + \frac{u_{3}}{R_{2}};\varepsilon_{zz} = \frac{\partial u_{3}}{\partial z};} \\
{\gamma_{\alpha z} = \frac{\partial u_{1}}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial u_{3}}{\partial\alpha} - \frac{u_{1}}{R_{1}};\gamma_{\beta z} = \frac{\partial u_{2}}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial u_{3}}{\partial\beta} - \frac{u_{2}}{R_{2}};\gamma_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{\partial u_{1}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{\partial u_{2}}{\partial\alpha}} \\
\end{array}$$ $\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta},\varepsilon_{zz},\gamma_{\alpha z},\gamma_{\beta z},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}$ being the strain components within the shell domain which can be found in Ref. \[[@B27-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] (for more details about the displacement field and applications see Ref. \[[@B81-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]).

By applying the displacement components (12), and the strain-displacement relations (13), the strain components can be written as:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta},\varepsilon_{zz},\gamma_{\alpha z},\gamma_{\beta z},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}} \right\} = \left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha}^{0},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta}^{0},\varepsilon_{zz}^{0},\gamma_{\alpha z}^{0},\gamma_{\beta z}^{0},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}^{0}} \right\}} \\
{+ z\left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha}^{1},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta}^{1},\varepsilon_{zz}^{1},\gamma_{\alpha z}^{1},\gamma_{\beta z}^{1},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}^{1}} \right\} + z^{2}\left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha}^{2},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta}^{2},\varepsilon_{zz}^{2},\gamma_{\alpha z}^{2},\gamma_{\beta z}^{2},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}^{2}} \right\}} \\
{+ z^{3}\left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha}^{3},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta}^{3},\varepsilon_{zz}^{3},\gamma_{\alpha z}^{3},\gamma_{\beta z}^{3},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}^{3}} \right\}} \\
\end{array}$$ with, $$\begin{array}{l}
{\left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha}^{0},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta}^{0},\varepsilon_{zz}^{0},\gamma_{\alpha z}^{0},\gamma_{\beta z}^{0},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}^{0}} \right\} = \left\{ {\frac{\partial u_{0}}{\partial\alpha} + \frac{w_{0}}{R_{1}},\frac{\partial v_{0}}{\partial\alpha} + \frac{w_{0}}{R_{2}},w_{1},\phi_{\alpha} + \frac{\partial w_{0}}{\partial\alpha} - \frac{u_{0}}{R_{1}},\phi_{\beta} + \frac{\partial w_{0}}{\partial\beta} - \frac{v_{0}}{R_{2}},\frac{\partial u_{0}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{\partial v_{0}}{\partial\alpha}} \right\};} \\
{\left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha}^{1},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta}^{1},\varepsilon_{zz}^{1},\gamma_{\alpha z}^{1},\gamma_{\beta z}^{1},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}^{1}} \right\} = \left\{ {\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial\alpha} + \frac{w_{1}}{R_{1}},\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{w_{1}}{R_{2}},2w_{2}, - \frac{\phi_{\alpha}}{R_{1}}, - \frac{\phi_{\beta}}{R_{2}},\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\alpha}} \right\};} \\
{\left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha}^{2},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta}^{2},\varepsilon_{zz}^{2},\gamma_{\alpha z}^{2},\gamma_{\beta z}^{2},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}^{2}} \right\} = \left\{ {- \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\alpha^{2}} + \frac{w_{2}}{R_{1}}, - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\beta^{2}} + \frac{w_{2}}{R_{2}},0,3c_{1}\frac{u_{0}}{R_{1}} + 3c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial\alpha} + 3c_{1}\phi_{\alpha} + \frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial\alpha}} \right.} \\
{\left. {+ \frac{1}{2R_{1}}\frac{\partial w_{1}}{\partial\alpha},3c_{1}\frac{v_{0}}{R_{2}} + 3c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial\beta} + 3c_{1}\phi_{\beta} + \frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{1}{2R_{1}}\frac{\partial w_{1}}{\partial\beta}, - \frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial\beta}} \right\};} \\
{\left\{ {\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha}^{3},\varepsilon_{\beta\beta}^{3},\varepsilon_{zz}^{3},\gamma_{\alpha z}^{3},\gamma_{\beta z}^{3},\gamma_{\alpha\beta}^{3}} \right\} = \left\{ {c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\alpha^{2}} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\alpha^{2}} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial\alpha},c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\beta^{2}} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\beta^{2}} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\beta},0,c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\beta^{2}}} \right.} \\
\left. {+ c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\beta^{2}} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\beta},\frac{c_{1}}{R_{2}}\frac{\partial w_{0}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{c_{1}c_{3}}{R_{2}}\frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{c_{1}}{R_{2}}\phi_{\beta},2c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial\beta} + 2c_{1}c_{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial\beta} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial\beta} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\alpha}} \right\} \\
\end{array}$$

The Hamilton's principle is applied here to determine the governing equations, namely:$${\int\limits_{0}^{t}{\delta\left( {U - T + W} \right)}}dt = 0$$ where $U,T,$ and $W$ stands for the strain energy, kinetic energy and external work, respectively. More specifically, the strain energy can be expressed as:$$\delta U = {\int_{v}\left( {\sigma_{ij}\delta\varepsilon_{ij}} \right)}dV = {\int_{v}\left( {\sigma_{\alpha\alpha}\delta\varepsilon_{\alpha\alpha} + \sigma_{\beta\beta}\delta\varepsilon_{\beta\beta} + \sigma_{zz}\delta\varepsilon_{zz} + \tau_{\beta z}\delta\gamma_{\beta z} + \tau_{\alpha z}\delta\gamma_{\alpha z} + \tau_{\alpha\beta}\delta\gamma_{\alpha\beta}} \right)}dV$$

More details about this Equation (17) can be found in [Appendix A](#app1-nanomaterials-09-00022){ref-type="app"}. Moreover, the variation of the kinetic energy obtains $$\delta K = {\iint_{R}{\int\limits_{- \frac{h}{2}}^{\frac{h}{2}}{\rho u_{i}\delta u_{i}dV}}} = {\int\limits_{0}^{a}{\int\limits_{0}^{b}{\int\limits_{- \frac{h}{2}}^{\frac{h}{2}}{\rho\frac{\partial u_{i}}{\partial t}\frac{\delta\partial u_{i}}{\partial t}dzd\alpha d\beta}}}}$$ For more details, see [Appendix B](#app2-nanomaterials-09-00022){ref-type="app"}. The external work related to the applied forces can be defined as:$$\delta W = {\int_{0}^{L}\left\lbrack f_{hygrothermal} \right\rbrack}d\alpha$$ where the hygrothermal forces $f_{hygrothermal}$ are expressed as \[[@B82-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B83-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B84-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]:$$f_{hygrothermal} = (f_{thermal} + f_{hygro})\delta\nabla^{2}w$$ Including both the temperature $T$ and moisture concentration $H$, i.e., $$\begin{array}{l}
{f_{thermal} = {\int\limits_{- \frac{h}{2}}^{\frac{h}{2}}\frac{E(z)}{1 - \nu}}\alpha(z)(T_{c} - T_{m})dz} \\
{f_{hygro} = {\int\limits_{- \frac{h}{2}}^{\frac{h}{2}}{\int\limits_{- \frac{h}{2}}^{\frac{h}{2}}\frac{E(z)}{1 - \nu}}}\beta(z)(H_{c} - H_{m})dz} \\
\end{array}$$

Considering the influence of the environmental conditions on the mechanical properties of the nanostructures is a key point for structural analyses. More specifically, the environmental conditions may include wet-dry, freeze-thaw, sea-water and also moisture impression. Among them, the temperature rise and absorption of moisture represent the most popular conditions typically explored for FGMs.

By combining Equations (17), (18), (21) with Equation (16), the Euler--Lagrange equations can be obtained, while assuming the coefficients of $\delta u,\delta v,\delta w_{0},\delta\phi_{\alpha},\delta\phi_{\beta},\delta w_{1},\ {and}\ \delta w_{2}$ equal to zero. Additional information about the mathematical manipulation are included in [Appendix C](#app3-nanomaterials-09-00022){ref-type="app"}. Thus, we are able to show the partial high-order non-local strain gradient shear deformable equation via displacements by inserting Equations (A5)--(A11) into Equation (8).

It is worth mentioning that shell models for nanomaterials can be used for studying important nanostructures such as nanotubes and spherical nanoparticles. Considering the wide applications of these nanostructures, an accurate modeling is required to predict their structural behavior, as found in the literature for medical applications, energy and environment applications, thermal interfaces, solar cells, coating, spaceflight applications, and fluorescent sensors \[[@B85-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B86-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B87-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B88-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B89-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. A practical example of the methodology proposed in this work can be found in \[[@B90-nanomaterials-09-00022],[@B91-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] for calculating small scale parameters which are related to different factors at an atomic level of nano-scaled materials. A consistency check of the proposed formulation was proposed in \[[@B92-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] to predict the material properties of nanocomposites, while comparing the theoretical results in terms of wave propagation with the experimental predictions based on some non-destructive tests.

3. Analytical Wave Propagation Solution {#sec3-nanomaterials-09-00022}
=======================================

In what follows, we investigate the bulk waves. This means that the waves propagate far from any boundary zone. Using a harmonic method for nanoshells made of porous materials, we approximate the solution as: $$\begin{array}{l}
{u_{0} = A_{1}\exp\left( {i\alpha k_{\alpha} + i\beta k_{\beta} - i\omega t} \right);\ v_{0} = A_{2}\exp\left( {i\alpha k_{\alpha} + i\beta k_{\beta} - i\omega t} \right);} \\
{w_{0} = A_{3}\exp\left( {i\alpha k_{\alpha} + i\beta k_{\beta} - i\omega t} \right);\ } \\
{\phi_{\alpha} = A_{4}\exp\left( {i\alpha k_{\alpha} + i\beta k_{\beta} - i\omega t} \right);\phi_{\beta} = A_{5}\exp\left( {i\alpha k_{\alpha} + i\beta k_{\beta} - i\omega t} \right);} \\
{w_{1} = A_{6}\exp\left( {i\alpha k_{\alpha} + i\beta k_{\beta} - i\omega t} \right);w_{2} = A_{7}\exp\left( {i\alpha k_{\alpha} + i\beta k_{\beta} - i\omega t} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ where $k_{\alpha}$ and $k_{\beta}$ denote the wave numbers along $\alpha - \ {and}\ \beta -$ directions, respectively; $\omega$ is the circular frequency; $i = \sqrt{- 1}$ and $A_{1} - A_{7}$ are the wave amplitudes.

By inserting Equation (31) into partial differential non-local strain gradient equations, and collecting the coefficients, the following characteristic equations are obtained:$$\left( {\mathbf{K} - \omega^{2}\mathbf{M}} \right)\mathbf{X} = \mathbf{0}$$ in which $\mathbf{K}$ and $\mathbf{M}$ stand for the stiffness and mass matrixes, respectively; and the eigenvector can be written as $\mathbf{X} = \left\{ {A_{1},A_{2},A_{3},A_{4},A_{5},A_{6},A_{7}} \right\}^{T}$. Once the circular frequency $\omega$ is computed, the phase velocity can be easily given by $c = {\omega/k}$, with $k = k_{\alpha} = k_{\beta}$.

4. Numerical Results and Discussion {#sec4-nanomaterials-09-00022}
===================================

In this study, we combine the bi-Helmholtz non-local theory and strain gradient theory to study the wave propagation in doubly-curved nanoshells made of P-FGMs, immersed in a hygrothermal environment. The material properties of the FG nanoshells are summarized in [Table 1](#nanomaterials-09-00022-t001){ref-type="table"}. In what follows, the thickness of the nanoshell is set to *h* = 2 nm.

First, we check for the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed approach for the selected problem. Due to the authors' best knowledge, there is a general lack of works in the open literature in which the size-dependent wave propagation of P-FGM doubly-curved nanoshells was investigated. Only in the limit case of infinite radius of curvature, the doubly-curved nanoshell would revert to the nanoplate. Thus, some different mathematical models from the literature are here selected for comparative purposes. More specifically, our results are evaluated in terms of wave frequency in a comparative way with predictions by Yahia et al. \[[@B42-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] based on different HSDTs. The size-dependent phase velocity is also evaluated and compared to the results predicted by Karami et al. \[[@B71-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] via the non-local strain gradient second-order shear deformation plate theory. As seen in [Figure 3](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f003){ref-type="fig"}, it is worth noticing a very good agreement between the results which confirms the accuracy of the method and solution here proposed in this work.

A further comparative evaluation of the results is plotted in [Figure 4](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f004){ref-type="fig"}, in terms of flexural dispersion relation among the phase velocity and wave number. Here we compare the results based on the B-H NSGT with different continuum theories, namely, the Classical Elasticity Theory (CET); the Non-local Elasticity Theory (NET); the Strain Gradient Theory (SGT); and the Non-local Strain Gradient Theory (NSGT). The phase velocity derived from all continuum theories increases with the increase of the wave number, at least for low wave numbers. It is noteworthy that, the flexural dispersion relations calculated using all continuum theories are almost identical when the wave number is very small (almost $k \leq 0.51/{nm}$). This means that all theories give reliable results whenever the wave number is very small. By contrast, an increased wave number, leads to different trends depending on the selected continuum theory. The phenomenon is also detected in terms of transverse waves in a CNT \[[@B93-nanomaterials-09-00022]\], longitudinal waves in axial bars \[[@B94-nanomaterials-09-00022]\] and transverse and longitudinal waves in FG plates \[[@B95-nanomaterials-09-00022]\]. Based on [Figure 4](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f004){ref-type="fig"}, it seems that the phase velocities of CET and SGT are larger than NSGT, while the phase velocities of NET and B-H NSGT are smaller than those based on NSGT. In addition, the phase velocities always increase with increased wave numbers for the SGT case.

To illustrate the effect of the strain gradient length scale parameter and lower/higher order non-local parameters, the flexural dispersion curves for phase velocity of doubly-curved nanoshells made of P-FGMs is plotted in [Figure 5](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f005){ref-type="fig"} with respect to wave number. The power-law index is set to *n =* 1 and the porosity volume fraction is kept constant to $\xi = 0.1$. Typically, the phase velocity increases for increasing wave numbers up to a maximum value. According to the model here proposed, after a certain value of the wave number, the phase velocity depends on the small-scale parameters. It seems also that the strain gradient size-dependence does not have an adequate effect on the wave characteristics when the values of wave number is small, whereby the characteristics of waves is highly affected at large wave numbers.

Moreover, the strain gradient size-dependence is sensibly smaller than the non-local one, and the phase velocity decreases for increasing wave numbers after the peak value. However, when the strain gradient parameter is larger than the non-local parameter, an increased wave number yields larger phase velocities. Another important result is that a higher order non-local parameter (*μ~1~*) reduces its effect on phase velocities compared to the lower order non-local parameter (*μ~0~*). This means that it is very important to consider two non-local parameters and one strain gradient length scale parameter for propagation studies of nanostructures.

To consider the porosity and material compositions effects on the wave characteristics of doubly-curved nanoshells made of P-FGMs, [Figure 6](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f006){ref-type="fig"} plots the flexural dispersion curves for phase velocities under the aforementioned effects vs. the wave number. As visible in [Figure 6](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f006){ref-type="fig"}, the porosity effect depends significantly on the value of the selected power-law index. In detail, an incremental effect of porosity is reversed by increasing the power-law index. In other words, porosity in composite materials with higher percentages of ceramic phase yields an increased value of the phase velocities. Instead, the porosity in composite materials with a higher percentages of metal phase yields a decreased value of the phase velocities in nanoshell structures. The power-law index shows a decreased effect on the phase velocity of FGM-based nanoshells for each wave number.

To survey the hygrothermal environment, [Figure 7](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f007){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 8](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f008){ref-type="fig"} show the effect of a varying temperature and humidity on the phase velocity of P-FGM nanoshells, while keeping fixed the following parameters $k = 5 \times 10^{8}\ ,\ R_{2} = R_{1} = 50 \times h,\ n = 2,\ \xi = 0.1,\ \lambda = 2$. As expected, an increasing temperature and humidity reduces the phase velocity of a P-FGM nanoshell. Moreover, at a prescribed environmental condition, the phase velocities decrease for increasing values of non-local parameters.

The last parametric investigation analyses the effect of lower- higher order non-local parameters variations on the wave frequency of FGMs nanoshells in a hygrothermal environment, while assuming $R_{2} = R_{1} = 50 \times h,\ n = 1,\ \xi = 0.2,$ ${\Delta T = 100,}\ {\Delta H = 2}$. The phase velocities decrease with the double increase of both non-local parameters (see [Figure 9](#nanomaterials-09-00022-f009){ref-type="fig"}). Higher-order non-local parameters feature a more pronounced effect on the wave propagation of P-FGM nanoshells compared to the non-local parameters of a lower order.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-nanomaterials-09-00022}
==============

This work analyzes the size-dependent wave propagation of doubly-curved nanoshells made of P-FGMs, exposed to a hygrothermal environment including both the hardening and softening stiffnesses. To this end, a high order non-local strain gradient theory of elasticity was incorporated to a HSDT theory including the stretching effects. Hamilton's principle is here applied to determine the governing equations of the problem, solved analytically here to determine the wave frequencies of the nanostructures. Based on a large parametric investigation, the main conclusions can be summarized as follows:(1)The non-local strain gradient model (NSGT), applied here for porous nanoshells, provides the same results as those ones obtained for porous nanoplates, nanobeams and nanotubes.(2)The hygrothermal environment has a decreasing effect on the variation of the phase velocity at all small-scale parameters.(3)The porosity has varying effect on the results of nanoshells depending on the selected value of the power-lax index parameter. This conclusion is perfectly in line with similar findings from the literature obtained for nanobeams and nanotubes.(4)The effect of small-scale parameters on the structural response of nanostructures depends on the wave number value and the nature of the selected material.(5)The geometry does not affect significantly the final trend of results. Thus, it is suggested to use the most simplified structures such as the beam and tube, instead of plates and shells, when the main focus of the analysis is just related to the size-dependent behavior of a nanostructure system. In this way, the study of possible size-dependent effects could disregard any kind of complex equations.
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$$\begin{array}{l}
{\delta U = {\int\limits_{0}^{a}{\int\limits_{0}^{b}\left\lbrack {N_{\alpha\alpha}(\frac{\partial\delta u_{0}}{\partial\alpha} + \frac{1}{R_{1}}\delta w_{0})} \right.}} + M_{\alpha\alpha}(\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial\alpha} + \frac{1}{R_{1}}\delta w_{1}) + O_{\alpha\alpha}( - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha^{2}} + \frac{1}{R_{1}}\delta w_{2})} \\
{+ P_{\alpha\alpha}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha^{2}} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial\alpha} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha^{2}}) + N_{\beta\beta}(\frac{\partial\delta v_{0}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{1}{R_{2}}\delta w_{0}) + M_{\beta\beta}(\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{1}{R_{2}}\delta w_{1})} \\
{+ O_{\beta\beta}( - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\beta^{2}} + \frac{1}{R_{2}}\delta w_{2}) + P_{\beta\beta}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta^{2}} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\beta} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\beta^{2}}) + N_{zz}\delta w_{1} + 2M_{zz}\delta w_{2}} \\
{+ N_{\beta z}(\frac{1}{R_{2}}\delta v_{0} + \frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta} + \delta\phi_{\beta}) - \frac{1}{R_{2}}M_{\beta z}\delta\phi_{\beta} + O_{\beta z}(3c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta} + 3c_{1}\delta\phi_{\beta} + \frac{1}{2R_{2}}\frac{\partial\delta w_{1}}{\partial\beta})} \\
{- P_{\beta z}(\frac{c_{1}}{R_{2}}\frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{c_{1}}{R_{2}}\delta\phi_{\beta} + \frac{c_{1}c_{3}}{R_{2}}\frac{\partial\delta w_{2}}{\partial\beta}) + N_{\alpha z}(\frac{1}{R_{1}}\delta u_{0} + \frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha} + \delta\phi_{\alpha}) - \frac{1}{R_{1}}M_{\alpha z}\delta\phi_{\alpha}} \\
{+ O_{\alpha z}(3c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha} + 3c_{1}\delta\phi_{\alpha} + \frac{1}{2R_{1}}\frac{\partial\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha}) - P_{\alpha z}(\frac{c_{1}}{R_{1}}\frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha} + \frac{c_{1}}{R_{1}}\delta\phi_{\alpha} + \frac{c_{1}c_{3}}{R_{1}}\frac{\partial\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha}) + N_{\alpha\beta}(\frac{\partial\delta u_{0}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{\partial\delta v_{0}}{\partial\alpha})} \\
{+ M_{\alpha\beta}(\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial\beta} + \frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\alpha})\left. {- O_{\alpha\beta}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial\beta} + P_{\alpha\beta}(2c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial\beta} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial\beta} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial\alpha} + 2c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial\beta})} \right\rbrack d\beta d\alpha} \\
\end{array}$$ where, $$\begin{bmatrix}
N_{\alpha\alpha} & M_{\alpha\alpha} & O_{\alpha\alpha} & P_{\alpha\alpha} \\
N_{\beta\beta} & M_{\beta\beta} & O_{\beta\beta} & P_{\beta\beta} \\
N_{zz} & M_{zz} & O_{zz} & P_{zz} \\
N_{\beta z} & M_{\beta z} & O_{\beta z} & P_{\beta z} \\
N_{\alpha z} & M_{\alpha z} & O_{\alpha z} & P_{\alpha z} \\
N_{\alpha\beta} & M_{\alpha\beta} & O_{\alpha\beta} & P_{\alpha\beta} \\
\end{bmatrix} = {\int\limits_{- \frac{h}{2}}^{\frac{h}{2}}\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\sigma_{\alpha\alpha} \\
\sigma_{\beta\beta} \\
\sigma_{zz} \\
\tau_{\alpha z} \\
\tau_{\beta z} \\
\tau_{\alpha\beta} \\
\end{array} \right\}}\left( {1,z,z^{2},z^{3}} \right)dz$$

$$\begin{array}{l}
{\delta K = {\int\limits_{0}^{a}{\int\limits_{0}^{b}\left\lbrack {I_{0}(\frac{\partial u_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta u_{0}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial v_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta v_{0}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial w_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial t})} \right.}} + I_{1}(\frac{\partial u_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial v_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial w_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta w_{1}}{\partial t}} \\
{+ \ \frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta u_{0}}{\partial t}\  + \ \frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta v_{0}}{\partial t}\  + \ \frac{\partial w_{1}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial t}) + \ I_{2}( - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial u_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} - \ \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial v_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\  + \frac{\partial w_{0}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta w_{2}}{\partial t}} \\
{+ \frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t} - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta u_{0}}{\partial t} - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta v_{0}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial w_{1}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta w_{1}}{\partial t} + \ \frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta w_{0}}{\partial t})} \\
{+ I_{3}(\frac{\partial u_{0}}{\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}) + \frac{\partial v}{\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t})} \\
{+ c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta u_{0}}{\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta v_{0}}{\partial t}\  - \ \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\  + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta u_{0}}{\partial t}\  - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\  + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta v_{0}}{\partial t}} \\
{- \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial w_{1}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta w_{2}}{\partial t} - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta u_{0}}{\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta v_{0}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial w_{2}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta w_{1}}{\partial t})} \\
{+ I_{4}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}) + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}} \\
{+ \frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}) + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}\  + \frac{1}{4}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\  + \frac{1}{4}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\beta\partial t}} \\
{+ c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}) + I_{5}( - \frac{c_{1}}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} - \frac{c_{1}}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\beta\partial t} - \frac{c_{1}}{2}\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}} \\
{- \frac{c_{1}}{2}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\beta\partial t} - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}) - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{1}}{\partial\beta\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}} \\
{+ c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t}) - \frac{c_{1}c_{3}}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} - \frac{c_{1}c_{3}}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{1}}{\partial\beta\partial t}) + I_{6}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}} \\
{+ c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}) + c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\ (c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t}\  + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t})\  + \ c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}\ (c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}} \\
{+ c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}) + c_{1}\frac{\partial\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}) + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\alpha\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\alpha\partial t}} \\
{\left. {+ c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\alpha}}{\partial t}) + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t}(c_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{0}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}c_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}\delta w_{2}}{\partial\beta\partial t} + c_{1}\frac{\partial\delta\phi_{\beta}}{\partial t}))} \right\rbrack d\beta d\alpha} \\
\end{array}$$ where, $$\left\{ {I_{0},I_{1},I_{2},I_{3},I_{4},I_{5},I_{6}} \right\} = {\int\limits_{- \frac{h}{2}}^{\frac{h}{2}}\rho}\left( {1,z,z^{2},z^{3},z^{4},z^{5},z^{6}} \right)dz$$
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![Geometry of a P-FGM doubly-curved nanoshell.](nanomaterials-09-00022-g001){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f001}

![Distribution of the Young's modulus for *E~c~* = 380 GPa, *E~m~* = 70 GPa at plane $\overline{y} = 0.5$, (**a**) *n* = 0.5, *ξ* = 0.0; (**b**) *n* = 0.5, *ξ* = 0.2; (**c**) *n* = 1.0, *ξ* = 0.0; (**d**) *n* = 1.0, *ξ* = 0.2.](nanomaterials-09-00022-g002){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f002}

![Comparison of wave frequency in rectangular plate (**a**) and phase velocity in P-FGM nanoplates (**b**) vs. the wave number. $(l = 0.2,\mu_{0} = \mu_{1} = \mu = 1,\ n = 1,\ \xi = 0.2)$.](nanomaterials-09-00022-g003){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f003}

![Phase velocity of the P-FGM doubly-curved nanoshell vs. the wave number for different elasticity theories, $\mu_{0} = \mu_{1} = \mu = 0,\ {and}\ l = 0$ for Classical Elasticity Theory (CET); $\mu_{0} = \mu_{1} = \mu = 1.0\ {nm},\ {and}\ l = 0$ for non-local elasticity theory (NET); $\mu_{0} = \mu_{1} = \mu = 0\ ,\ {and}\ l = 0.2\ {nm}$ for strain gradient theory (SGT); $\mu_{0} = \mu_{1} = \mu = 1.0\ {nm},\ {and}\ l = 0.2\ {nm}$ for non-local strain gradient theory (NSGT); $\mu_{0} = 1\ {{nm},}\ \mu_{1} = 1.5\ {nm},{and}\ l = 0.2\ {nm}$ for the B-H NSGT. (*R*~2~ = *R*~1~ = 50 × *h*, *n* = 2, *ξ* = 0.1).](nanomaterials-09-00022-g004){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f004}

![Phase velocity of FG doubly-curved nanoshell vs. the wave number for different non-local and strain gradient parameters. $R_{2} = R_{1} = 50 \times h,n = 2,\ \xi = 0.1$; (**a**) $\mu_{0} = 0.1,\ \mu_{1} = 0.2$, (**b**) $\mu_{0} = 0.1,\ \mu_{1} = 0.5$, (**c**) $\mu_{0} = 0.2,\ \mu_{1} = 0.2$.](nanomaterials-09-00022-g005){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f005}

![Phase velocity of P-FGM doubly-curved nanoshell vs. the wave number for different material compositions and porosity coefficients. $R_{2} = R_{1} = 50 \times h,\ \lambda = 0.1,\ \mu_{0} = \mu_{1} = 0.2$; (**a**) *n* = 0.2, (**b**) *n* = 1, (**c**) *n* = 5.](nanomaterials-09-00022-g006){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f006}

![Influence of temperature on the phase velocity of P-FGM doubly-curved nanoshell vs. lower/higher order non-local parameters. $(k = 5 \times 10^{8}\ ,\ R_{2} = R_{1} = 50 \times h,\ n = 2,\ \xi = 0.1,\ \lambda = 2)$.](nanomaterials-09-00022-g007){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f007}

![Influence of humidity on the phase velocity of P-FGM doubly-curved nanoshell vs. lower/higher order non-local parameters. $(k = 5 \times 10^{8}\ ,\ R_{2} = R_{1} = 50 \times h,\ n = 2,\ \xi = 0.1,\ \lambda = 2)$.](nanomaterials-09-00022-g008){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f008}

![Variation of the wave frequency in P-FGM doubly-curved nanoshells vs. lower/higher order non-local parameters. $(R_{2} = R_{1} = 50 \times h,\ n = 1,\ \xi = 0.2,\ {\Delta T = 100,}\ {\Delta H = 2})$.](nanomaterials-09-00022-g009){#nanomaterials-09-00022-f009}
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###### 

Material properties of the used $\left. \left( {Al}/{Al} \right._{2}O_{3} \right)$ functionally graded (FG) doubly-curved nanoshell.

  Material                                                   *E*(GPa)   $\mathbf{\mathbf{\rho}\ \left( {{kg}/m^{3}} \right)}$   $\mathbf{\mathbf{\nu}}$   $\mathbf{\mathbf{\alpha}\ \left( /K \right)}$   $\mathbf{\mathbf{\beta}\left( {{wt}{.\ \% H}_{2}O} \right)^{- 1}}$
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------
  Aluminum (Al)                                              70         2702                                                    0.3                       $23 \times 10^{- 6}$                            0.44
  $\left. {Alumina}\ \left( {Al} \right._{2}O_{3} \right)$   380        3800                                                    0.3                       $7 \times 10^{- 6}$                             0.001
